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                In November 1897, a veritable who's who of liberal Protestants descended upon Brooklyn, New York. These men, including Washington Gladden, George A. Gordon, William Jewett Tucker, and Charles A. Berry, were gathering to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of Henry Ward Beecher's Plymouth Congregational Church, whose pulpit was now occupied by one of their own, Lyman Abbott. Over the past decade Abbott had gained notoriety for his writings on evolution and Christianity, most notably in The Evolution of Christianity (1892) and The Theology of an Evolutionist (1897), and was considered to be “the champion popularizer” of theological modernism.1 In addition to his work as Plymouth pastor, Abbott also edited a weekly journal called the Outlook, which would soon boast nearly 100,000 paid subscribers, making it “the country's leading magazine of new comment.”2 In many ways, Abbott was a rising star in the liberal movement. Although the clergymen attending the meeting discussed theological issues—celebrating what they perceived to be the death of Calvinism and expressing their wishes for greater ecumenical activity—they also made political and social concerns central to their anniversary addresses. Washington Gladden (1836–1918), for instance, spoke on “The Social Problems of the Future,” arguing that Americans must recognize and implement “Christ's law” of the brotherhood of man if democracy was to flourish.3 Abbott's address was even more explicit about the nature of the relationship between church and state. After maintaining that true religion was totally in harmony with nature and reason, he espoused his preference for “a religion of the common life” and noted “the old definition between secular and religious we repudiate.” Religion, which entailed “right living,” was “to be carried out” into all aspects of life. Therefore, he reiterated, it was simply false to believe that “there are two departments of man, one religious and the other secular.”4
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